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Abstract

Two complementary methods are proposed for
characterizing the spatial structure of digitized technical
documents and labelling various logical components
without using optical character recognition. The top-down
method segments and labels the page image
simultaneously using publication-specific information in
the form of a page-grammar. The bottom-up method
naively segments the document into rectangles that
contain individual connected components, combines
blocks using knowledge about generic layout objects, and
identifies logical objects using publication-specific
knowledge. Both methods are based on the X-Y tree
representation of a page image. The procedures are
demonstrated on scanned and synthesized bit-maps of the
title pages of technical articles.
Introduction

We are building a system to partition and label the
different logical objects in a document image without
using OCR. Our equipment consists of a Microtek
scanner and a Sun workstation. Intended applications
include selective interactive retrieval of portions of
digitized document images, component-specific data
compression for document transmission and archival, and
preprocessing complex pages to facilitate partial or
complete optical character recognition.
Approaches for segmenting and labeling document
image components may be classified as top-down or
bottom-up [18]. Top-down approaches first divide the
document into major regions which are further divided
into sub-regions by smearing [11,22], Fourier transform
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detection [6] or templates [5]. Bottom-up approaches first
extract individual connected components. These
components are progressively refined by layered grouping
operations based region-border line-coding [3], fieldsegmentation [9], rule-based analysis [14], and
segmentation by 8-connectivity [20]. Most recently,
Ingold, Bonvin and Coray have offered a number of
suggestions for extracting a logical description of a
document from a physical description [7].
The X-Y tree data structure

Our basic representation scheme for printed documents is
the X-Y tree, which is a nested decomposition of
rectangles into rectangles [13, 17]. At each level of
decomposition, all divisions are performed in the same
direction, either horizontally or vertically. Horizontal and
vertical subdivisions may, but need not, alternate level by
level, The number of subdivisions is variable. The root is
the binary page-image. Most leaf-nodes represent
characters, character-fragments, or parts of an illustration.
The X-Y tree can represent hierarchically both the
physical structure and the logical structure of a document.
We contend that its unified data structure is more
appropriate for document analysis than data structures
devised primarily for document preparation [4,8].
A simple way to generate an X-Y tree for a digitized
page is recursive segmention of the horizontal or vertical
profile of each block [1,7]. The vertical profile of a block
consists of the horizontal projection (on the vertical axis)
of the array, i.e., of the sequence of pixel counts in each
row of the array. Conversely, the horizontal profile is the
vertical projection of the block. Given either profile, one
may divide a block into grey and white sub-blocks by
segmenting it between the rows (columns) where the
profile exhibits a zero to non-zero transition or vice versa.
Beginning at the page level and recursively alternating
this process on gray blocks yields the physical transition
X-Y tree of the document. An example is shown in
Figure 1.
The process stops when neither the horizontal nor the
vertical profile of a block contains any transitions. Such
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Flgure 1. The X-Y tree is superimposed on a sample of text scanned at 300 ppl.
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File N a m e
Resolution
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8
Total
Leaves

NFS100
i00 ppi
75
4373
7471
2586
1766
I01
0
0
16736
13135

NFS300
300 ppi
73
4108
6802
3420
2695
206
0
0
17304
13531

PAMI300
300 ppi
57
4020
6296
6989
9756
976
151
21
28266
22362

Table 1. The number of nodes at various levels of the X-Y tree is
reported for the page shown in Figure 1 (scanned at both 100 and
300 ppi) and for a page from a technical journal.

an indivisible block is called black. Depending on
whether one begins with a horizontal or vertical profile,
two different trees are obtained for the same document.
These two trees have identical black leaves. The node
distribution for several document images is shown in
Table 1. As expected, the data structure exploits the
rectilinear layout of technical documents, which typically
results in wide, shallow trees. Once the tree is
constructed, all further processing is carried out on the
tree rather than the much more voluminous bit-map.

Top-down segmentation and labeling
Just as a programming language has a fixed set of rules,
each publication has predetermined format conventions
that are observed. These conventions dictate the absolute
and relative ordering ("author-block" below "titleblock"); absolute position (page-number one inch from
bottom-of-page," "two-inch left margin"); relative
spacing ("no more than 40% variation in between-word
spaces in a text-line," "uniform spacing between-word
spaces in a text-line,"; size ("footnotes and page-number
in 8-point type," "4-point leading between author-lines,");
and quantity ("at most 45 printed lines per column of
text," "at most 40 characters per columnar text-line,"
"only one title-block per page"). These attributes have
different values for blocks at various levels in the tree.
Documents can be parsed into different components
without OCR in the same way that program code can be
parsed into meaningful constructs without (semantic)
understanding. A key difference, however, is that valid
programs are, by definition, never ambiguous, while
layout, even if scrupulously observed, may be insufficient
to
uniquely
determine
document
components.
Furthermore, the grammar for modern programming
languages is established from the start, while the
imprecise specification of page layouts renders it
necessary to infer page grammars by indirect means.
A publication-specific page grammar is a formal
description of all legal page formats that a given
publication can assume. In principle, a parse of the page
will reveal whether a given page is acceptable under the
rules of the page grammar and, if so, what non-terminal
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symbols must be assigned to the various components to
construe a valid "sentence" in the corresponding
language.
The advantage of using the syntactic formalism is
that it is theoretically well understood, and there are many
tools that allow prediction of the results using different
classes of grammars. Furthermore, sophisticated software
is available for lexical analysis and parsing of strings of
symbols. In order to remain within the domain of strings,
we analyze only the horizontal and vertical threshold
profiles of each block. The analysis allows subdivision
and labeling of the components of a block along one
direction, as constrained by the X-Y tree. Lower-level
blocks can then be subdivided and labeled in the same
way. To construct a formal page grammar for publicationspecific page layout in terms of profiles of the X-Y tree,
we need the following definitions of syntactic features:
A (horizontal/vertical) segmentable block profile is a
binary string that contains a "1" for each horizontal or
vertical scanline that contains more pixels than a given
threshold, and a zero elsewhere. The binary values could
also be assigned on some other basis.
A black atom is an all-one substring of the
segmentable block profile. It is smallest indivisible
partition of a segmentable block profile. (Note that an
atom may be split following segmentation at the current
level and orthogonal segmentation at the next level,
because its block profile will now be different.) Examples
of black atoms at the top level are lines of print, while at a
lower level they might be character blocks. A white atom
is an all-zero substring between two black atoms, for
example an inter-line, inter-paragraph, or inter-word
space. Atom length is the number of symbols in an atomic
substring.
A black entity is a contiguous sequence of black and
white atom pairs followed by a black atom (i.e., black
entities begin and end with black atoms). Examples at the
top level are Author and Title blocks, while at a lower
level they might be words. A white entity is a white atom
separating two black entities. At a given level, not all
white atoms are white entities.
Entity class is a logical label assigned to an entity.
There is a one-to-one mapping from entities to entityclass, and a one-to-many mapping from entity-class to
entities. Examples of "grey" entity classes are: Header,
Title, Authors, Main-text, Word. White entity classes
derive their label from those of adjacent grey entities
(e.g., "Title/Authors").
Entity attributes are quantities computable on the
basis of the sequence of atomic lengths within a given
entity. The publication-specific page grammar provides
constraints on the permissible values of entity attributes.
The following attributes are only instances of many that
could be defined. They were selected on the basis of their
apparent relevance to the segmentation and labeling
process.
Entity atomic length range (black or white) is the
range of minimum and maximum acceptable lengths of
the black (white) atoms in a specified entity class. For
example, the title-line height in a given publication may
be restricted to 36.-42 pixels.
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Entity valence is the number of black atoms in an
entity. For example, we may specify no more than three
black atoms (lines-of-text) in an entity labeled Title, or no
more than 20 black atoms (character-slugs) per Word.
Entity divergence(black or white) is the maximum
difference in length between two black (white) atoms
within a single entity of the specified class.
Cardinality is the number of entities in an entityclass (i.e., in a proftle string) with a given entity class
label. A cardinality range of [0-1] for Acknowledgment
would indicate that this entity is optional, and there is at
most one per page.
Class precedence determines the partial order
induced by the linear order of the classes of entities in a
segmentable block profile. The page grammar may
impose restrictions on the permissible pairwise
precedences (e.g., Authors before Title).
A good example of a rather complete source of the
necessary publication-specific values of these attributes is
the Author's Kit of Instructions for these Proceedings, but
such detailed layout descriptions are seldom obtainable
for technical journals. We therefore recorded
measurements on two dozen objects found in ten samples
each of three technical journals. A publication-specific
page grammar can now be defined more strictly as a set

of rules that speci~ allowable segmentations of the block
profile into labeled entities ("interpretations") according
to attributes based on the lengths of the atoms. We have
also developed formal expressions for the above attributes
to ensure that they can be expressed as string properties
for manipulation by the Unix utilities Lex and Yacc.
Lex is a lexical analyzer that divides a symbol s u n g
into a sequence of tokens described as a regular
expression [15]. Each token is specified as a pattern of
alternative subsequences, with repetitions allowed. We
use several cascaded stages of Lex processing to identify
entities according to our page grammar. The first Lex
stage extracts atoms from the 0/I profile string. Each
atom is given a temporary identifier. The second stage
accepts these atom identifiers and produces tentative
entity labels. After stage two, the block may be
considered segmented into entities but not fully labeled.
Yacc is a parser with single-token look-ahead for
context-free languages [10]. Yacc takes into account the
cardinality and precedence constraints of the page
grammar to determine which of several possible
interpretations an ambiguous tentative label can have. It
accepts the string of tentative entity labels from the
second Lex stage and either produces a string of valid
entity labels or an "invalid string" message, but it cannot
alter the demarcation boundary within an entity. Once
Yacc has produced an acceptable segmentation and
labeling, we can repeat the entire process on the profiles
of each of the sub-blocks. Of course, the Lex and Yacc
grammars for the sub-blocks will depend on the label
assigned above, just as the top-level grammar depends on
the publication type. It is also possible to alter the
grammar and reprocess the higher level depending on
what is found below.
An example of syntactic analysis was demonstrated
on several synthetically (using troff) generated IBM

Journal of Research and Development pages [21]. The
results of each stage of Lex and the Yacc stage are all
shown in Figure 2. Not shown are code and results for
partial second and third level segmentation, which was
also accomplished. The child-entity codes are generally
simpler, but different for each parent entity. At the second
level, we locate the columns. At the third level, we
identify subheadings and individual paragraphs.
Bottom up layout tree generation
To complement the approach discussed above, we are
also attempting to recognize text objects by working our
way up from the bottom 0ear nodes) of the transition-cut
X-Y tree. This approach takes two steps to labeling
logical objects in the document.
In the first step, leaf nodes of the physical tree are
classified and manipulated to form character-blocks.
Character-blocks are assembled to form word blocks,
word blocks into text-line blocks, text-line blocks into
text-blocks, text-blocks and graphic objects into column
blocks, and so on. The resulting tree, which segments the
page into layout objects rather than logical objects, is
called a layout tree. In the second steps high-level layout
objects in a layout tree are labeled as types of logical
objects.
Generating the layout tree actually involves more
than merely assembling blocks of the physical tree. Not
all blocks can be merged while retaining the X-Y tree
data structure. In fact, relatively complex operations are
necessary to preserve this structure. A pervasive
constraint is, however, that black leaf blocks are never
subdivided. White leaf blocks may, however, be divided,
as is the case in the reorientation operation discussed
below. In general, however, in the bottom-up approach
labeling progresses from smaller blocks to larger blocks.
Since the transition-cut scheme naively segments a
document into small pieces, segmented blocks are often
fragments of a layout object. Physical objects are
associated with these fragments. The bottom-up approach
must therefore manipulate three types of document
objects: 1) logical objects, 2) layout objects, and
3) physical objects. We deal with physical objects and
layout objects to generate layout trees, and with layout
objects and logical objects to generate logical trees.
Examples of logical objects, layout objects, and physical
objects are:
Logical : Title, Paragraph, Running header
Layout : Text-line-block, Word-block, Character-block
Physical: Character-fragment, Text-block-fragment
Knowledge about such objects is organized into
three-levels based on a generalization-specialization
hierarchy. The levels are generic knowledge, publicationclass specific knowledge, and publication-specific
knowledge.
However, further refinement may be
necessary: for example, publication-specific knowledge
may need a sub-class called title-page. The following
matrLx shows the organization of the entire knowledge
base and gives a single example of specific knowledge
items for each category.
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losephson tunneling devices exhibit r u t switching and
low power dissipation [I]. characteristics that make
them attractive for future computer applications [2].
Work is in progress to explore the potential of circuits
containing such devices. A process was developed that
aUowed several initial types of logic and memory circuits to be successfully fabricated [3l. Since that time,
improvements have been made in the process, and
other investigators have successfully made devices and
circuits using adaptations of the process [4].
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Figure 2. Syntactic analysis is used to identify m a j o r components of a synthesized page of the I B M Journal o f Research and Development.
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Knowledge
Generic

Class-specific
(technical)
Pub-specific
(IBM J.of R&D)

Logical
No subtitle
at the bottom
a pageword
In references, no
leading within an
Item
Indentation for
first-level
heading = 1"

Layout
Type base lines
in a word are
cullinear
No text-line lateral
to a graphical
object
Max type size
is 22 points

Table 2. Both logical and layout knowledge are organized into a
three-level generalization-slx~ialization hierarchy.

The knowledge base for bottom-up processing is
necessarily different from that used for top-down
processing: it is much less document-specific. So far we
have defined about thirty rules that relate typesetting
conventions to X-Y trees. Most of these are at the level of
common-sense (generic) knowledge but we prefer to
incorporate them explicitly in the knowledge base rather
than implicitly into the processing programs (as they
usually are in standard OCR software). Some examples:
• A character (symbol) is contained in a rectangular
block called a character block.
• A character block is at most as large as the
corresponding type body.
• The base line of a type is parallel to the head (foot) of a
page.
• The base lines of types are collinear in a word.
• Type faces and point size do not change within a word.
• The base lines of words are coUinear in a text line.
• The white space between text-line blocks is equal or
greater than the leading within the blocks.
The next step is to incorporate layout knowledge into
the bottom-up tree-processing algorithms. We emphasize
that these algorithms have no access whatsoever to the
digitized page itself, and will label the document objects
only on the basis of the X-Y tree. A definition language
relates the domain knowledge to structures of X-Y trees.
The language expresses a fact by applying a predicate to
a list of arguments. An argument is either a constant or a
variable. Facts can be related by universal quantifiers,
existential quantifiers, AND's, OR's, negations , and
conditions. A simple sample definition:
Rule-"rule": A block is a horizontal rule if the block is
a black (leaf) node, and its height is less than 3 points,
and its width is greater than 20 points.
(Forall X)(h_rule(X) <- node(X) &
color(X;black) &
height(X,H) & le(H,3) &
width(X,W) & ge(W,20))
To illustrate the relationship between the physical
tree and the layout tree, consider as a simple conceptual
example the block (a):

age

algle

algle

algle

bad

blald

-l-]blald

blald

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Because the ascenders and descenders overlap, there
is no clear space between them, so the naive segmentation
results in a vertical segmentation, as shown in (b). Now
each of the three blocks can be horizontally segmented
(c). What we would like, however, is the grouping shown
in (d), which has the same leaf nodes as (c). Similar
situations occur when we attempt to segment horizontally
a two-column page if the lines of text in the left column
and the right column are not aligned. We are developing
algorithms that perform the necessary transformation of a
physical subtree into a layout subtree, using primitive
tree-manipulation operations such as neighbor-finding,
neighbor-merging, and reorientation. The most
interesting operation is the last one, which transforms a
subtree initiated by a horizontal cut into a subtree initiated
b y a vertical cut with identical black leaves [12].
Block labeling using KEE

Given a correct layout tree, it can can be readily labeled
with an expert system using appropriate information
about the layout of the page. We experimented with
EXSYS and M1 on a PC/AT [23], but used KEE on tests
on the journalArtificial Intelligence (which has a singlecolumn, small-format layout). About thirty KEE frames
were prepared on the basis of visual observations: this
may be regarded as a publication-specific knowledge base
[19].
The title pages of ten articles were scanned at 150
ppi and segmented as described above. The tree was then
processed using KEE, and nodes corresponding to
selected entities (such as header, title, author, affiliation,

recommender, abstract, section header, text-paragraph,
footer) were labeled. Although the specific pages that
were classified were not part of the knowledge collection
phase, 60% to 100% (depending on the page) of the
entities were labeled correctly. The main factor
preventing a higher rate of identification was scan skew,
which can be corrected either by a micrometer adjustment
on the scanner (as we have since done), or in software [2].
In order to validate our results, we modified the troff
ms macros to generate the various AI journal entities
described above directly. We then used these macros to
reproduce a page Of the journal as faithfully as possible,
l~'inted it at 300 dpi, scanned it at 150 ppi, and processed
it using KEE as abo~,e. We derived from the troff code the
identity of each entry using the tm (print string on
terminal) request, and also its position on the page using
certain user-accessible registers. A comparison of the
KEE output with the troff output is shown in Table 3.
Conclusion

The syntactic top-down approach works well at the top
levels of document analysis, but may be too cumbersome
to deal with characters or character fragments. The
bottom-up approach needs little if any publication or
class-specific knowledge, but may not lead to correct
identification of high-level logical entities in documents
with a complex format. We are now attempting to
combine the two methods. To build a complete
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KEE
Label

Range

Header
Author
Author Affil.

Recommender
Abstract

ILabel

Range
0,

25

117, 159
185, 210
229, 254

306, 331
384, 405
606, 620 Section Header 593, 618
636, 65611st Paragraph
625, 650

Section Header
ist Paragraph

Paragraph
Paragraph
Paragraph
Footer

TROFF

0, 121Header
127, 160 Title
204, 222 Author
250, 270 Author Affil.
327, 346 Recommender
398, 409 Abstract

Title

175

843, 8641Paragraph
974, 9931Paragraph

832, 857
965, 980

1075,10911Footnote

1065,1090

l138,11541Footer

1127,1152

(i Unit = 1/150 inch)
Table 3. The macro calls and vertical coordinates uses by TROFF
to synthesize a page of the journal Artificial Intelligence are
compared with the labels and block-coordinates obtained by KEE

on the transition-segmentated TROFF bit-map output.

system, we must also be able to classify leaf blocks as
parts of text or illustrations, and to manipulate
compressed versions of the page images. Work on these
aspects is underway in our laboratory.
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